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I [15 points℄

A 2014 study with the grape variety Viosinho attempted to model bunh weights, whih is a variable

of importane in prodution. A robot with a amera rossed an ISA experimental vineyard, taking

photos of 100 bunhes of grapes. These bunhes were subsequently olleted and weighted (variable

Peso, in g). In the images obtained, there are two potential preditors of bunh weight: the number

of visible berries in a bunh (variable NBagos) and the visible area of the bunh (variable Area, in

cm2
). Here are some indiators, as well as the orrelation matrix, of the observed variables.

Peso NBagos Area

Minimum 19.20 10.00 21.92

Maximum 512.00 103.00 210.45

Mean 175.84 46.15 101.02

Std. Deviation 98.24383 18.74355 39.55328

Peso NBagos Area

Peso 1.0000 0.9530 0.8893

NBagos 0.9530 1.0000 0.9217

Area 0.8893 0.9217 1.0000

1. It was deided to �t a simple linear regression model for bunh weight.

(a) Whih preditor variable is best and what is the proportion of observed variability of

bunh weight that is aounted for by that model? Test whether that proportion is

signi�antly di�erent from zero. Justify and omment your replies.

(b) Fit the regression line for the preditor that you hose above. What are the units of

measurement and the biologial meaning of the slope of the �tted line?

2. It was deided to model bunh weight (Peso) from the number of visible berries in the images

(NBagos), but allowing for the possibility of variable transformations. To help hoose a model,

(standard) residuals were plotted against �tted values for three models: on the left without

any variable transformations; in the middle with a log-transformation of Peso only; on the

right with a log-transformation of both variables. Disuss the impliations of these plots.
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3. A linear regression of the (natural) logarithm of bunh weight on the logarithm of the number

of visible berries for eah bunh was �tted, with the following results:

Call: lm(formula = log(Peso) ~ log(NBagos), data = viosinho2014)

Coeffiients:

1



Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Interept) -0.27446 0.13686 -2.005 0.0477

log(NBagos) 1.40715 0.03633 38.736 <2e-16

---

Residual standard error: 0.163 on 98 degrees of freedom

Multiple R-squared: 0.9387, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9381

F-statisti: 1500 on 1 and 98 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

(a) What is the estimated variane of the random errors in the model?

(b) The 95% predition interval for an observation of this model's response variable, given a

bunh with 50 visible berries, is ] 4.9051 , 5.5556 [.

i. What is the estimated value σ̂indiv of the variability assoiated with this predition?

ii. Interpret this interval in terms of bunh weights (in g).

() Is it possible to desribe the underlying relation by stating that the squared bunh

weights are proportional to the ube of the number of visible berries? Justify using an

appropriate on�dene interval. Comment your result.

4. Finally, a multiple linear regression model was �tted using the log-transformations of the

response variable and of both preditors. Here are the results:

Call: lm(formula = log(Peso) ~ log(NBagos) + log(Area), data = viosinho2014)

Coeffiients:

(Interept) log(NBagos) log(Area)

-0.6237 1.0366 0.3835

(a) What an be stated about the oe�ient of determination of this �tted model?

(b) Knowing that the image for the lightest bunh (minimum weight) had 11 visible berries

and a visible area of 24.22 cm2
, ompute the residual for this observation.

() What is the �tted relation between the original (non-transformed) variables? Justify your

answer. For the lightest bunh, ompute the di�erene between the observed weight and

the weight predited by this non-linear relation. Comment your result.

II [5 points℄

1. In the study of the relation between yield per plant y and rop density x, the equation y= 1

c+d x

is sometimes used. Show that this model orrespond to assuming that the relative growth rate

of y(x) is proportional to y(x). Whih linearizing transformation allows this type of relation

to be studied using a simple linear regression?

2. Consider a simple linear regression model, to be �tted with n pairs of observations.

(a) Desribe the model.

(b) Dedue the probability distribution of the observations Yi of the response variable.

() Knowing that

SQRE

σ2 ⌢χ2
n−2, dedue an unbiased estimator of the random errors' variane.

3. Consider a multiple linear regression in a desriptive ontext, with p preditors and �tted

using n observations.

(a) What is the matrix model X and what is its olumn-spae C(X)?

(b) Show that the matrix of orthogonal projetions onto C(X) is symmetri and idempotent.
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